syntax-plausibility conflict, relative clause sentence comprehension, working memory, fluid intelligence comprehension of plausible and implausible object-and subject-relative clause sentences with and without prepositional phrases was examined. Undergraduates read each sentence then evaluated a statement as consistent or inconsistent with the sentence. higher acceptance of consistent than inconsistent statements indicated reliance on syntactic analysis. higher acceptance of plausible than implausible statements reflected reliance on semantic plausibility. there was greater reliance on semantic plausibility and lesser reliance on syntactic analysis for more complex objectrelatives and sentences with prepositional phrases than for less complex subject-relatives and sentences without prepositional phrases. comprehension accuracy and confidence were lower when syntactic analysis and semantic plausibility yielded conflicting interpretations. the conflict effect on comprehension was significant for complex sentences but not for less complex sentences. Working memory capacity predicted resolution of the syntax-plausibility conflict in more and less complex items only when sentences and statements were presented sequentially. Fluid intelligence predicted resolution of the conflict in more and less complex items under sequential and simultaneous presentation. domain-general processes appear to be involved in resolving syntaxplausibility conflicts in sentence comprehension. 
IntroductIon
Many cognitive and linguistic tasks require us to integrate different types of information. For example, deductive reasoning involves considering the logical form of the problem in the presence of content that might support or conflict with conclusions based on logical form.
Another example is sentence comprehension. To interpret a sentence, information conveyed by its syntactic structure and its semantic content must be integrated (Traxler, 2011 (Traxler, , 2014 . In some cases, syntactic and semantic information are mutually supportive. In other cases, they lead to conflicting interpretations of the sentence. How these conflicting interpretations are reconciled is not yet fully understood.
In the current research, we used an off-line procedure adapted from reasoning research to examine the effect of syntax-plausibility conflict on comprehension of relative clause sentences, and the extent to which verbal working memory and fluid intelligence are involved in resolving the conflict.
Relative clause sentences vary in syntactic complexity. There is consensus that object-extracted relatives, such as Sentence 1, are more complex than simple subject relatives, such as Sentence 2, and subjectextracted relatives, such as Sentence 3. Sentences 1 and 3 are similar in structure in that the relative clause is embedded in the main clause, whereas in Sentence 2 the relative clause follows the main clause.
Sentences 1 and 2 express virtually the same meaning in that woman is the patient of helped and the agent of sang, while man is the agent of helped. Sentence 3 has a different meaning in that man is the agent of both helped and sang while woman is the patient of helped.
The woman that the man helped sang well.
(
The man helped the woman that sang well.
The man that helped the woman sang well.
The semantic content of Sentences 1, 2, and 3 is neutral in the sense that our real-world knowledge tells us that both man and woman are potential agents of the verbs helped and sang. In such cases comprehension relies heavily on syntactic processing because the semantic content provides no clues regarding who helped whom and who sang.
The effect of semantic plausibility can be illustrated by comparing the object-relative Sentence 4 and the subject-relative Sentences 5 and 6
to Sentences 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The comedian that the millionaire funded left town. (4) The millionaire funded the comedian that left town. (5) The millionaire that funded the comedian left town. (6) Unlike Sentences 1, 2, and 3, the semantic content of Sentences 4, 5, and 6 is not neutral. Rather, our real-world knowledge tells us that millionaire is a more plausible agent of funded than comedian is.
Much previous research has shown that when semantic content is neutral, object-relative sentences are more difficult to understand than subject-relative sentences (Caplan & Waters, 1999) . This difference in difficulty has been shown using many dependent variables, including word-by-word reading times (Caplan, DeDe, Waters, Michaud, & Tripodis, 2011; King & Just, 1991) , eye-movements during reading (Traxler, Williams, Blozis, & Morris, 2005) , true/false comprehension questions (Gordon, Hendrick, & Levine, 2002; King & Just, 1991) , and comprehension questions assessing understanding of thematic roles (Andrews, Birney, & Halford, 2006; Andrews et al., 2013; Andrews & Todd, 2008; Hansell et al., 2015) . These differences in difficulty are attributed to the greater syntactic complexity of object-relative than subject-relative sentences (Frazier, 1985; Gibson, 2000) . Syntactic complexity effects are in turn attributed to memory limitations in some accounts (e.g., Carpenter, Miyake, & Just, 1994; Gibson, 2000) and to the role of the parser's expectations about the upcoming structure in other accounts (e.g., Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; Levy, Bicknell, Slattery, & Rayner, 2009 ). Based on eye-movement evidence, Staub (2010) concluded that both violation of expectations and memory-related factors contribute to the greater difficulty of English object-extracted relatives (see Sentence 1) compared to subject-extracted relatives (see Sentence 3). Levy, Fedorenko, and Gibson (2013) reached a similar conclusion based on their experiments examining on-line comprehension of Russian relative clauses.
Regarding semantic plausibility, there is evidence that sentence processing and comprehension are easier when the semantic content supports the syntactic analysis (King & Just, 1991; Traxler et al., 2005) . Thus, Sentences 4, 5, and 6 should be easier to understand than Sentences 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Semantically plausible sentences are easier than semantically implausible sentences, especially when sentences are syntactically complex (Ferreira, 2003) .
Interpretations of the effects of syntactic complexity and semantic plausibility on relative clause comprehension often make reference to verbal working memory (e.g., Carpenter et al., 1994; Gibson, 2000) .
Working memory capacity has been conceptualized as a finite resource that can be flexibly allocated to maintenance and computational or integration functions. Complex span tests, such as reading span, require simultaneous storage and processing and are based on this conceptualisation. In the reading span task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) , participants must retain a number of sentence-final words while reading and comprehending sentences.
Comprehension of object-relatives is thought to impose a higher working memory load than subject-relatives. Subject-relatives can be structured and interpreted incrementally, but this is not the case for object-relatives. One implication is that in object-relatives, the first noun in Sentence 1, woman, must be held in an active state until the verb, helped, is encountered later in the sentence. This imposes a maintenance load on working memory. Another implication of non-incremental interpretation relates to thematic role assignments. The verbs in object-relatives occur in close proximity toward the end of the sentence, so assigning nouns to the thematic roles of the verbs (e.g., agent, patient) is concentrated in this region of the sentence. This imposes an integration cost (Gibson, 2000) or computational load (Carpenter et al., 1994) on working memory, which is higher for object-relatives than for subject-relatives.
King and Just (1991, Experiment 1) contrasted semantically neutral object-relatives and subject-relatives similar to Sentences 1 and 3, respectively, using a methodology in which sentences were presented visually, one word at a time. On-line reading times were recorded and end-of-sentence comprehension probes were presented. Participants were classified into high-and low-span groups based on their reading spans. High-span participants had better comprehension overall than low-span participants, but the difference was greater for object-relatives than for subject-relatives. The comprehension data and the low-span participants' longer reading times at the verbs were interpreted as showing that object-relatives imposed a higher demand on verbal working memory than subject-relatives (King & Just, 1991) . In Experiment 2, semantic cues were provided in the relative clause, the main clause, in both clauses, or in neither clause. The presence of semantic cues in the relative clause improved low-span participants' comprehension of the relative clauses, and semantic cues in the main clause improved their comprehension of the main clauses. Low-span participants were able to use semantic information locally but were less able to use it to constrain their responses when the other clause was probed. Highspan participants' comprehension was more accurate than low-span participants' , especially for the more difficult relative clauses, and it was less dependent on the presence of semantic cues. King and Just concluded that working memory capacity plays an important role in comprehending syntactically complex object-relative sentences and in using semantic information to comprehend complex sentences.
Other findings are not entirely consistent with King and Just's (1991) conclusions. In an eye-movement study, Traxler et al. (2005, Experiment 1) found no evidence that working memory capacity moderated the difference in reading times between object-and subject-relatives, similar to Sentences 1 and 3, respectively. In Experiment 2, helpful semantic information in the form of inanimate sentential subjects greatly reduced the magnitude of object-subject penalty on relative clause reading times. The influence of animacy on the http://www.ac-psych.org 2017 • volume 13(1) • 11-27 13 object-subject penalty was moderated by working memory capacity. In sentences with animate sentential subjects, the object-subject penalty was significant in all span groups. Use of inanimate sentential subjects eliminated the object-subject penalty for high-span participants. For mid-span and low-span participants, the object-subject penalty was reduced but not eliminated. Traxler et al. (2005) concluded that higher span participants were more sensitive to semantic cues than lower span participants. Higher span participants benefited more from helpful semantic cues when assigning nouns to the thematic roles of the verbs.
Thus, Traxler et al. 's (2005) findings suggest that working memory capacity plays a role in using semantic information to process complex sentences, but it does not play a role in syntactic processing. Andrews et al. (2006) reported three experiments in which comprehension of semantically neutral object-and subject-relatives similar to Sentences 1 and 2, respectively, was examined. Their multiple regression analyses showed that performance on working memory tasks including reading span accounted for variance in comprehension of object-relatives, but not when comprehension of subject-relatives was controlled by entering it as a predictor in the analyses. This is not consistent with King and Just's (1991) conclusion that working memory plays a role in syntactic processing. Andrews et al. (2006) found that comprehension of object-relatives relied more heavily on a domaingeneral capacity to process complex relational information than on verbal working memory capacity. The effect of semantic plausibility was not examined in this study.
The effects of semantic plausibility and syntactic complexity on comprehension have been examined using different types of sentences.
Ferreira (2003, Experiment 1) presented active and passive sentences that were either plausible or implausible. After each sentence, comprehension was assessed by having participants identify either the agent (the "do-er") or patient (the "acted-on") of the verb. There was no significant effect of plausibility on comprehension of simple active sentences. However, on the more complex passives, comprehension was significantly more accurate for plausible than implausible sentences. A similar pattern was observed in Experiment 3, in which subject-cleft (e.g., "It was the man that bit the dog") and object-cleft (e.g., "It was the dog that the man bit") sentences were contrasted. There was no effect of plausibility on comprehension of subject-cleft sentences. However, on the more complex object-clefts, comprehension was significantly more accurate for plausible than implausible sentences. Ferreira's (2003) findings are consistent with the view that we do not always conduct a full syntactic analysis of the sentence we are attempting to comprehend. A full syntactic analysis would involve applying morpho-syntactic constraints on thematic role assignment. This would have allowed Ferreira's participants to determine "who did what to whom" and to respond correctly to the do-er and acted-on questions following plausible and implausible sentences. Ferreira argued that we use shallower forms of heuristic processing in combination with syntactic algorithms to interpret sentences. Heuristics, such as semantic plausibility, yield a "good enough" rather than a precise linguistic representation of the sentence meaning (Ferreira, 2003) . Gibson, Bergen, and Piantadosi (2013) also observed a greater reliance on semantic plausibility for passive than active sentences.
Gibson et al. interpreted their findings for this and four other pairs of constructions in terms of the noisy channel hypothesis. The noisy channel approach assumes that the input to language comprehension is noisy due to environmental factors and errors made by producers and perceivers. Perceivers compute the most likely interpretation given the cues available to them. When implausible sentences are presented, perceivers might infer that the producer intended a different, more plausible meaning. This is more likely when the implausible sentence differs minimally from its plausible alternative. Their findings were consistent with predictions, although some challenges for noisy channel models remain, as noted by Traxler (2014) .
Our focus in the current research is on situations in which syntactic processing and semantic plausibility yield conflicting interpretations of sentences and how the conflict is resolved. Ye and Zhou (2009) reported an fMRI study in which they examined the role of domaingeneral executive control in resolving the conflict between interpretations based on syntactic analysis and semantic plausibility. While in the scanner, participants read active and passive Chinese sentences that were plausible or implausible. Following each sentence, a probe statement was presented and participants judged whether it was consistent or inconsistent with the preceding sentence. They also completed the The issue of how syntactic and semantic systems interact during sentence comprehension is analogous to how logical (analytic) and heuristic (e.g., belief-based) processes interact during reasoning.
Analytical processing in reasoning can be likened to syntactic processing in sentence comprehension because both involve interpreting the underlying structure. Belief-based processing in reasoning can be likened to semantic processing in sentence comprehension in that both involve a reliance on existing semantic knowledge. Analytic and beliefbased processing have been examined in several types of deductive reasoning problems, including categorical syllogisms (Evans & CurtisHolmes, 2005; Stupple & Ball, 2008) , relational reasoning (Banks, 2013; Roberts & Sykes, 2003) , and transitive inference (Andrews, 2010; Andrews & Hewitt-Stubbs, 2015; Andrews & Mihelic, 2014; Banks & Hope, 2014 ).
The conclusion evaluation technique is typically employed. Premises (e.g., "The man is bigger than the elephant" and "The elephant is bigger than the horse") and a conclusion (e.g., "Therefore, the man is bigger than the horse") are presented either simultaneously or sequentially.
Participants accept the conclusion if they judge that it follows logically from the premises and reject it otherwise. The four problem types are: valid believable, valid unbelievable (as in the example), invalid believable, and invalid unbelievable. The conclusion follows logically from the premises in valid problems, but not in invalid problems. The conclusion is consistent with real-world knowledge in believable problems, but not in unbelievable problems. Analytic processing and belief-based processes yield the same conclusion in valid believable and invalid unbelievable problems, which are called no-conflict problems.
Analytic and belief-based processes yield different responses in valid unbelievable and invalid believable problems, which are called conflict problems. Reasoning is more accurate on non-conflict than conflict problems. Domain-general capacities, including fluid intelligence (Andrews, 2010; Andrews & Hewitt-Stubbs, 2015; Andrews & Mihelic, 2014; Newstead, Handley, Harley, Wright, & Farrelly, 2004; Stanovich & West, 2008) and relational processing (Andrews, 2010) , have been shown to predict analytic responding in the presence of conflicting semantic content.
Current Research
The conclusion evaluation methodology (described above) was adapted to examine syntactic and semantic processing in comprehension of relative clause sentences. Each item consisted of a sentence, followed by a statement. Participants read each sentence, then evaluated whether the statement was consistent with the preceding sentence. They also rated their level of confidence in each decision.
Syntactic processing and semantic processing were inferred from acceptance rates for four item types: consistent plausible (CP), consistent implausible (CImp), inconsistent plausible (IncP), and inconsistent implausible (IncImp). The statements were consistent with a correct syntactic analysis of the sentences in the consistent items, but not in the inconsistent items. The statements were consistent with real-world knowledge in the plausible items, but not in the implausible items.
Thus, in the consistent plausible and the inconsistent implausible items, there was no conflict between interpretations based on syntactic analysis and semantic processing. The statements for consistent plausible items could be accepted on the grounds of either syntactic consistency or semantic plausibility. The statements for inconsistent implausible items could be rejected on the grounds of either syntactic inconsistency or semantic implausibility. By contrast, in the consistent implausible and inconsistent plausible items, there was a conflict between interpretations based on syntactic processing and semantic plausibility. In the consistent implausible items, a correct syntactic analysis implied acceptance of the statement, whereas the semantically implausible content implied rejection. In the inconsistent plausible items, a correct syntactic analysis implied rejection of the statement, whereas the semantically plausible content implied acceptance. In this procedure, use of syntactic processing is indicated by significantly higher acceptance of consistent than inconsistent statements. Use of semantic processing is indicated by significantly higher acceptance of plausible than implausible statements.
In reasoning research, reliance on belief-based processing is sometimes greater on problems with invalid than valid conclusions (Evans & Curtis-Holmes, 2005) . Presenting the four item types and using the statement evaluation procedure allowed us to examine whether reliance on semantic processing is greater for inconsistent than consistent items.
It was expected that reliance on semantic processing would increase with syntactic complexity. This was examined by contrasting items that included object-relative and subject-relative sentences. We contrasted object-relative sentences, such as Sentence 1, with subject-relative sentences, such as Sentence 2, because these sentence forms express the same noun-verb relations. An additional structural variation was that the object-and subject-relative sentences either included or did not include a prepositional phrase, as described in the Method section.
Based on findings from reasoning research (Andrews, 2010 ) and Ferreira's (2003) findings for active versus passive and subject-versus object-cleft sentences, we expected greater reliance on semantic processing and less reliance on syntactic processing when complexity was higher (sentences with object-relative clauses and/or prepositional phrases) than when complexity was lower (sentences with subjectrelative clauses and/or no prepositional phrases).
To the extent that participants rely on both semantic plausibility and syntactic analysis, they should experience conflict when these processes yield different responses. Conflict effects on comprehension and confidence were examined. Comprehension accuracy (derived from acceptance rates) and confidence were expected to be higher for no-conflict items than for conflict items. Conflict effects were expected to be greater for more complex sentences.
Potential links between syntactic processing in conflict items and two measures of cognitive ability, namely, fluid intelligence (Culture Fair Test, Cattell & Cattell, 1973) and verbal working memory capacity (reading span, Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Daneman & Merikle, 1996) , were examined. Fluid or analytic intelligence is the ability to reason and solve problems involving novel information without extensive reliance on declarative knowledge. Based on previous research in reasoning, in which fluid intelligence predicted analytic processing in conflict problems (Andrews, 2010; Andrews & Hewitt-Stubbs, 2015; Andrews & Mihelic, 2014) , and Ye and Zhou's (2009) finding that a network of frontal-parietal structures underpins resolution of conflicts in sentence comprehension and domain-general executive tasks, we predicted that fluid intelligence would account for significant variance in accuracy of conflict items after controlling for comprehension of no-conflict items. This hypothesis was examined in items containing subject-relative sentences, object-relative sentences, sentences with prepositional phrases, and sentences without prepositional phrases.
On the basis of previous research suggesting that working memory plays a role in syntactic (King & Just, 1991) and semantic processing (King & Just, 1991; Traxler et al., 2005) , it seemed plausible that working memory might be required to resolve the conflict between responses based on syntactic analysis and semantic plausibility. If so, then reading span should account for variance in comprehension accuracy of conflict items after controlling for no-conflict items. The shared and unique contributions of fluid intelligence and working memory were examined. We conducted two experiments investigating these research questions.
ExpErImEnt 1

Method
ParticiPants
The participants were 98 first-year undergraduate students (70 females, 28 males) at the Gold Coast campus of Griffith University, Australia, who participated in return for course credit. Their ages ranged from 17 to 49 years (M age = 22.95, SD = 7.28). All participants reported their first language as English.
Materials and Procedures
Participants attended a single session that lasted approximately 1.25 hrs. They completed the sentence evaluation task, reading span, and the Culture Fair Test of Intelligence (Cattell & Cattell, 1973) .
These tasks were administered in the same order to groups of up to six participants. The research protocols for Experiments 1 and 2 were approved by the institutional ethics committee, and students gave written informed consent before participating.
In the sentence evaluation task, there were two 32-item sets (set A and set B). Each item consisted of a sentence and a statement. The sentences were object-relative and subject-relative sentences. Fifty percent of the object-and subject-relatives were of the forms shown in Sentences 4 and 5, respectively, and repeated here:
The comedian that the millionaire funded left town. (4) The millionaire funded the comedian that left town. (5) The remaining sentences were similar, except that they included a prepositional phrase. Examples of object-relatives and subject-relatives with prepositional phrases are shown in Sentences 7 and 8, respectively:
The art dealer that the detective warned the buyer about sold fakes.
( 7) The detective warned the buyer about the art dealer that sold fakes.
Semantic content and sentence form were balanced across sets A and B, such that the semantic content of object-relatives in set A matched the semantic content of subject-relatives in set B, whereas the semantic content of subject-relatives in set A matched semantic content of object-relatives in set B. Fifty percent of the sentences were semantically plausible and the remainder were implausible.
A statement was generated for each sentence. Each statement was either consistent or inconsistent with the correct syntactic analysis of the sentence. This resulted in the aforementioned four item types: CP, CImp, IncP, and IncImp. As noted above, the CImp and IncP items embodied a syntax-plausibility conflict, but there was no such conflict in the CP and the IncImp items. Within each item type, two items had object-relative sentences with prepositional phrases, two items had object-relative sentences with no prepositional phrase, two items had subject-relative sentences with prepositional phrases, and two items had subject relative sentences with no prepositional phrases. The statements used with object-relatives in set A were used with subjectrelatives in set B, and vice versa. Statements referring to the relative clause and the main clause of the sentence and expressed using active and passive constructions occurred with equal frequency across item types and sentence forms. By varying the form of the sentences and statements as described, we sought to encourage respondents to comprehend entire sentences (rather than focussing on a specific clause)
and to ensure that they were less able to anticipate the precise form Object The student that the professor despised graded the essay The essay was graded by the student CImp Subject The professor despised the student that graded the essay.
Object The waitress that the customer criticised the chef to owned the restaurant. The waitress owned the restaurant.
Subject The customer criticised the chef to the waitress that owned the restaurant.
Object The doctor that the lawyer visited drafted the contract The lawyer drafted the contract IncP Subject The lawyer visited the doctor that drafted the contract Object The father that the girl transferred the funds to travelled overseas. The father transferred the funds.
Subject The girl transferred the funds to the father that travelled overseas.
Object The detective that the barber respected investigated the crime The barber investigated the crime IncImp Subject The barber respected the detective that investigated the crime Object The governor that the lobbyist sent the businessman to signed the legislation The legislation was signed by the Subject The lobbyist sent the businessman to the governor that signed the legislation. lobbyist slide with the word "Recall" was displayed, accompanied by a hammer sound, and participants attempted to write the final words of the sentences in the set on the response sheet. The time allowed for recalling the final words was 5, 6, 7, and 8 s for sets of 2, 3, 4, and 5 sentences, respectively. Set size began at 2 and increased by 1 after every third set of sentences, up to a maximum set size of 5. Reading span scores were calculated by subtracting the number of make sense judgement errors from the number of final words correctly recalled (Maximum of 42).
Fluid intelligence was assessed using the Culture Fair Intelligence Test, Scale 2, Form A (Cattell & Cattell, 1973) . The four subtests (Series, Classifications, Matrices, and Conditions) were administered using the standard instructions and time limits. The items require participants to induce the relations between the stimuli (geometric shapes or figures) and to make inferences based on these relations. Correct responses for the four subtests were summed and the total score (Maximum of 46) was used in the analyses.
analytic aPProach
A recent trend in psycholinguistic research is to report mixed linear models analyses, which treat items as well as participants as random factors. Consistent with this trend, we attempted to test six models (corresponding to the three dependent variables in each of the present Experiments 1 and 2). The contributions of the random factors to overall variance were very small according to BIC in Bayesian estimation and proved to be unstable with maximum likelihood models failing to converge. We concluded that mixed effects models were not necessary for our data. Therefore, in both experiments, we used analyses of variance (ANOVA) to analyse acceptance rates, accuracy rates, and confidence rates. These analyses were conducted using SPSS version 22.
Results
Preliminary analyses revealed no significant effects or interactions involving gender, so this variable was not included in analyses for Experiment 1.
accePtance
To the extent that evaluations of the statements were based on participants' syntactic analysis of the sentences, acceptance rates should be higher for consistent than inconsistent statements. Our main prediction was that this consistency effect would be stronger for the less complex sentences than for more complex sentences. To the extent that evaluations were based on semantic processing, acceptance rates should be higher for plausible than implausible statements. Our main prediction was that the plausibility effect would be stronger for the more complex sentences than for the less complex sentences.
A mixed ANOVA with acceptance rates as the dependent variable was conducted. The within-subject variables were Consistency (2), Plausibility (2), Form (2), and Prepositional Phrase (2). Set (2) was a between-subjects variable.
There were significant effects of consistency In a pilot study, a separate group of fourteen undergraduate students with a mean age of 20.54 years (SD = 2.11) rated the plausibility of the 32 statements presented without the sentences. Plausibility was rated on a 7-point scale, from 1 (highly implausible) to 7 (highly plausible). Single sample t tests confirmed that the mean plausibility rating of statements that were intended to be plausible (M = 5.97, SD = 0.50) was significantly higher than the neutral midpoint (4 on the plausibility scale), t(13) = 14.62, p < .001. The mean plausibility rating of statements that were intended to be implausible (M = 3.01, SD = 0.65) was significantly lower than the neutral midpoint, t(13) = −5.64, p < .001.
In the study proper, items were presented on PowerPoint slides projected onto a screen at the front of the room. Each sentence was displayed for 15 s, followed by the statement for 5 s, then a respond now slide for 3 s, during which participants made their responses.
Participants read each sentence, then the statement. Then they indicated whether the statement was consistent or inconsistent with the preceding sentence by writing a cross in the accept column or reject column on the response form. Participants also rated their confidence in their decisions using a 3-point scale (0 = low, 1 = medium, and 2 = high).
Four practice items with neutral semantic content were presented to ensure that students understood the procedure. In two practice items, the sentences were object-relatives, one with a consistent statement, the other with an inconsistent statement. In two practice items, the sentences were subject-relatives, one with a consistent statement, the other with an inconsistent statement. Feedback was provided after each practice item. Participants were encouraged to read the sentences for comprehension while they were visible on the screen.
Following the sentence evaluation task, working memory was assessed using a version of the reading span task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980 ) that was based on Andrews et al. (2006) and Turner and Engle (1989) . The stimuli were 46 sentences, 11 to 17 words in length. The final words were one-syllable, high frequency nouns. Half the sentences were made nonsensical by reversing the order of the last four to six pre-terminal words. For example, "The possum took the apple from the sill and then disappeared into the night" became "The possum took the apple from the sill the into disappeared then and night. " Sentences were assigned to three sets at each set size (2, 3, 4, and 5) and two practice sets at set size 2. The sentences were presented using PowerPoint software. The slide presentation times were controlled by the software.
The response sheets had spaces for make sense judgements on one side, and recall of final words on the reverse side. Two practice sets were administered to ensure that participants understood the procedure.
Sentences were printed in Times Roman lettering (font size 32) and each was presented on a separate slide for 8 s. After each sentence, a slide with the words "Make sense?" was displayed for 3 s, then the next sentence appeared. Participants were instructed to read each sentence, then record their make sense judgements by circling "Yes" or "No" on the response sheet. When all sentences in the set had been presented, a phrase, F(1, 96) = 13.18, p < .001, partial η 2 = .121, and set, F(1, 96) = 4.14, p = .045, partial η 2 = .041. Acceptance rates were higher for consistent than inconsistent statements, for plausible than implausible statements, for statements that referred to subject-than to objectrelative sentences, for statements that referred to sentences with rather than without prepositional phrases, and for set B than A.
The consistency effect interacted with the two structural variables.
As To further understand the three-way interaction, the effects of consistency were examined separately for object-and subject-relatives with and without prepositional phrases. The consistency effects were highly significant for subject-relative without prepositional phrases, object-relatives without prepositional phrases, nor for subject-relatives with or without prepositional phrases, (F < 1.0 in each case).
The non-significant Consistency × Plausibility interaction showed that the plausibility effect did not differ for consistent versus inconsistent items. Reliance on semantic processing was not significantly greater when participants evaluated inconsistent versus consistent statements.
There were no other significant interactions for acceptance rates.
conflict effect in coMPrehension accuracy
Acceptance rates were converted to comprehension accuracy and expressed as percentages. Acceptance responses were correct for the consistent items and incorrect for inconsistent items. Rejection responses were correct for inconsistent items and incorrect for consistent items. As noted previously, syntax-semantic conflict was present for the CImp and IncP items and absent for CP and IncImp items. Accuracy scores were computed separately for object-and subject-relatives with and without prepositional phrases. In line with acceptance rates, our main prediction was that accuracy would be lower for conflict items than for no-conflict items, especially for the more complex sentences. .287. Comprehension was more accurate for no-conflict than conflict sentences, for subject-than object-relatives, and for sentences without than with prepositional phrases.
There was a significant Conflict × Form interaction, F(1, 96) = 14.28, p < .001, partial η 2 = .129, which is shown in Figure 3 . For object-relatives, accuracy was significantly higher for no-conflict than for conflict items, F(1, 97) = 21.12, p < .001, partial η 2 = .179. resolving syntax-Plausibility conflicts in object-relatives and subject-relatives
Multiple regression analyses were used to examine the nature of the cognitive load imposed by resolving the syntax-plausibility conflict. In the first analysis, the criterion was comprehension of objectrelative conflict items, and the predictors were comprehension of object-relative no-conflict items, working memory (M = 34.21, SD = 6.53), and fluid intelligence (M = 36.18, SD = 4.09). The set variable was significant in the analyses reported above, so it was included as a control variable. The predictors together accounted for 29.6% variance in comprehension of object-relative conflict items, F(4, 93) = 9.76, p < .001. Working memory (13.5%) accounted for significant unique variance, but the other predictors did not. Thus, people with higher working memory capacity were better able to resolve the syntax-plausibility conflict in object-relatives, after controlling for fluid intelligence, set, and comprehension of object-relative items in which there was no such conflict. When the analysis was re-conducted after excluding reading span, total variance was reduced to 16.1%. Fluid intelligence (4.84%) and object-relative no-conflict items (6.4%) each accounted for unique variance.
In the second analysis, the criterion was comprehension of subject-relative conflict items, and the predictors were subject-relative no-conflict items, working memory, fluid intelligence, and set. The were better able to resolve the syntax-plausibility conflict in subjectrelative items after controlling for working memory, set, and comprehension of subject-relative items in which there was no such conflict.
These analyses are summarized in Table 2 . When fluid intelligence was excluded, total variance was reduced to 9.9% and reading span (4.37%)
accounted for unique variance.
resolving syntax-Plausibility conflicts in Presence/absence of PrePositional Phrases
These multiple regression analyses were repeated after grouping the items in terms of whether they included prepositional phrases. In the first analysis, the criterion was comprehension of conflict items with prepositional phrases and the predictors were no-conflict items with prepositional phrases, working memory, fluid intelligence, and set. The predictors together accounted for 24.6% variance in comprehension of conflict items with prepositional phrases, F(4, 93) = 7.57, p < .001.
Working memory (5.86%) accounted for significant unique variance, but the other predictors did not. Thus, people with higher working memory capacity were better able to resolve the syntax-plausibility conflict in sentences with prepositional phrases after controlling for fluid intelligence, set, and comprehension of comparable sentences in which there was no such conflict. When the analysis was re-conducted after excluding reading span, total variance was reduced to 18.7%.
Fluid intelligence (9.24%) and no-conflict items with prepositional phrases (5.66%) each accounted for unique variance.
When the criterion was comprehension of conflict items without prepositional phrases and the predictors were no-conflict items without prepositional phrases, working memory, fluid intelligence, and set, 18.3% variance in comprehension of conflict items without prepositional phrases was accounted for, F(4, 93) = 5.22, p = .001. Fluid intelligence (3.96%) and no-conflict items without prepositional phrases (3.06%) each accounted for unique variance, but working memory did not. These analyses are summarized in Table 3 . When fluid intelligence was excluded, total variance accounted for was reduced to 14.4%.
Working memory (6.45%) and no-conflict items without prepositional phrases (3.76%) each accounted for unique variance.
Discussion
The acceptance rates show that participants used both semantic plausibility and syntactic analysis to interpret the sentences. However, they relied more on semantic plausibility and less on syntactic analysis when syntactic structure was more complex either because the sentences were object-relatives rather than subject-relatives, or because they contained prepositional phrases, or both. The findings are consistent with the interpretation that we rely on syntactic and non-syntactic information (e.g., semantic plausibility) to interpret sentences (Ferreira, 2003; Gibson et al., 2013; Traxler, 2014) .
A cautionary note relates to the finding of higher acceptance rates in set B than set A for statements referring to the structurally complex object-relative sentences with prepositional phrases. The reason for this is unclear. One potential explanation is that the semantic content of the items was responsible. If so, higher acceptance rates for subjectrelatives with prepositional phrases might be expected in set A than set B because the same semantic content was employed for object-relatives in set B as for subject-relatives in set A. However, this was not the case.
The difference might stem from some other characteristics of the items or from differences between the participants who received set A versus set B. This issue will be addressed further in the General Discussion section.
When acceptance rates were expressed in terms of comprehension accuracy and the item types were characterized in terms of the presence/absence of a syntax-plausibility conflict, conflict items were more difficult than no-conflict items, but only for object-relative items and items that included prepositional phrases. For the less complex subject-relative items and items without prepositional phrases in which syntactic processing was easier, the presence of conflicting semantic information did not have a significant impact on accuracy. The higher confidence ratings for no-conflict (CP and IncImp)
items than for conflict (CImp and IncP) items suggest that participants noticed the syntax-plausibility conflict, but the lower accuracy for conflict than no-conflict items shows that the conflict was not always resolved in favour of the syntactically correct interpretation.
Fluid intelligence has been linked to the ability to resolve conflict between analytic and heuristic processing in reasoning tasks (Andrews, 2010; Andrews & Hewitt-Stubbs, 2015; Andrews & Mihelic, 2014; Stanovich & West, 2008 ). In the current study, participants with higher fluid intelligence were better able to resolve the syntax-plausibility conflict in the less complex subject-relative items and items with no prepositional phrases. Participants with higher working memory capacity were better able to resolve this conflict in object-relative items and in items with prepositional phrases.
Reading span and fluid intelligence were significantly correlated, and they accounted for shared variance in comprehension, as shown by the follow-up analyses. Fluid intelligence accounted for variance in object-relative conflict items and conflict items with prepositional phrases when reading span was excluded as a predictor. Reading span accounted for variance in subject-relative conflict items and conflict items without prepositional phrases when fluid intelligence was excluded. However, reading span accounted for more variance in conflict resolution in the more complex items than fluid intelligence did.
The regression analyses suggest that resolving syntax-plausibility conflicts in complex sentences imposes an increased demand on working memory. As outlined in the Introduction, the non-incremental way in which object-relatives must be interpreted means that they impose higher demands than comparable subject-relative sentences on storage and/or integration functions of working memory. Similarly, the extra length of sentences with prepositional phrases would increase their working memory demand as compared to sentences without these phrases. The need to resolve the syntax-plausibility conflict might load working memory further, such that the total load exceeds the working memory capacity of many individuals. This would explain why reading span accounted for variance in the more complex conflict items after controlling for the corresponding non-conflict items.
However, sequential presentation of the sentences and statements might also have imposed an additional load on working memory. On each item, the sentence was presented first, then the statement was presented. The sentence and statement were not available simultaneously.
The need to retain the sentence while reading and comprehending the statement might load working memory further. This possibility was explored in Experiment 2.
ExpErImEnt 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to better understand the finding in Experiment 1 that verbal working memory capacity (reading span)
accounted for variance in performance on the structurally complex conflict items independently of the other predictors. To do this, we minimized one source of the working memory load. Whereas sequential presentation of the sentences and statements was employed in Experiment 1, simultaneous presentation was employed in Experiment 2. The purpose of this change was to eliminate retention of the sentence as a source of working memory load. All other aspects of the stimuli and procedure were identical to Experiment 1. If the working memory load imposed by the object-relative conflict items and conflict items with prepositional phrases was due to resolving the syntax-plausibility conflict, reading span should be a significant predictor in the multiple regression analyses, as it was in Experiment 1. However, if the variance accounted for by reading span was due to retention of the sentence while the statement was processed, reading span would be less likely to emerge as a significant predictor in the regression analyses. 
Method
ParticiPants
The participants were 75 first-year undergraduate students (57 females, 18 males) at the Gold Coast campus of Griffith University, Australia, who participated in return for course credit. Their ages ranged from 17 to 55 years (M age = 22.53, SD = 7.37). All participants reported their first language as English.
Materials and Procedure
In the sentence evaluation task, the sentences and statements were the same as in Experiment 1. However, the following changes were made to the presentation. Each sentence and its probe statement were printed on the same slide. The sentence was displayed alone in the upper half of the slide for 10 s. Then the statement appeared in the lower half of the slide. The statement and the sentence were displayed simultaneously for a further 10 s. This was followed by a respond now slide for 3 s, during which participants made their responses. Reading span and fluid intelligence were assessed in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
Preliminary analyses revealed no significant effects of set and no interactions involving set on any dependent variable, therefore set was dropped from all analyses. 038. Acceptance rates were higher for consistent than inconsistent statements, for plausible than implausible statements, for statements that referred to subjectthan to object-relative sentences, and for statements that referred to sentences with prepositional phrases than without them.
As in Experiment 1, the consistency effect interacted with two structural variables. There was a significant Form × Consistency in- The effects of consistency were also examined separately for objectrelatives and subject-relatives with and without prepositional phrases.
The consistency effects were highly significant for subject-relative resolving syntax-Plausibility conflicts in object-relatives and subject-relatives
In the first multiple regression analysis, the criterion was comprehension of object-relative conflict items and the predictors were com- In the second analysis, the criterion was comprehension of subjectrelative conflict items and the predictors were comprehension of subject-relative no-conflict items, working memory, and fluid intelligence.
The predictors together accounted for 14.2% variance in comprehension of subject-relative conflict items, F(3, 71) = 3.91, p = .012. Fluid intelligence (11.02%) accounted for significant unique variance, but the other predictors did not. These analyses are summarised in Table 4. Contrary to Experiment 1, reading span was not a significant predictor in these analyses, and this remained the case when fluid intelligence was excluded as a predictor.
resolving syntax-Plausibility conflicts in Presence/absence of PrePositional Phrases
These multiple regression analyses were repeated for items with and without prepositional phrases. In the first analysis, the criterion was comprehension of conflict items with prepositional phrases and the predictors were no-conflict items with prepositional phrases, work- 
GEnEral dIscussIon
The acceptance-rate findings in Experiments 1 and 2 showed that participants relied on semantic plausibility as well as on syntactic analysis to interpret the sentences. In both experiments, there was greater reliance on semantic plausibility and a lesser reliance on syntactic analysis when the sentences being read and evaluated were more complex than when the sentences were syntactically simpler. The findings are consistent with those of Ferreira (2003) , who used different sentence forms, and with interpretations that include a role for non-syntactic factors as well as syntactic algorithms in sentence interpretation Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; Traxler, 2014) . As sentence complexity increases, we rely more on non-syntactic factors, such as semantic plausibility, which yield what Ferreira (2003) described as a good enough interpretation of sentence meaning.
Acceptance rates for the most complex object-relatives with prepositional phrases were higher in set B than set A in Experiment 1 but not Experiment 2. This finding might be due to sample or item characteristics. For example, the participants in Experiment 1 who received set B might have had a stronger tendency to accept (rather than reject) consistent and inconsistent statements when they were uncertain of the correct response on these complex sentences. Alternately, it might reflect differences between the items in the two sets that impacted evaluations when sequential presentation was employed in Experiment 1, but not when simultaneous presentation was used in Experiment 2.
That rated confidence was sensitive to the syntax-plausibility conflict suggests that readers noticed the conflict when it occurred.
However, the accuracy data showed that the conflict was not always resolved in favour of syntax. The regression analyses show that resolving the conflict in favour of syntax imposes a demand on cognitive resources in the form of working memory and/or fluid intelligence.
Experiment 1 suggested the involvement of working memory in resolving the syntax-plausibility conflict, especially when sentence complexity was high. However, the working memory demand in Experiment 1 appears to have stemmed primarily from the need to hold the sentence in mind while reading the statement rather than from resolving the syntax-plausibility conflict per se. When the need to retain the sentence in working memory was minimized by presenting each sentence and its probe statement simultaneously in Experiment 2, the magnitude of the conflict effect on object-relative items was reduced from .179 (Experiment 1) to .109 (Experiment 2) and working memory capacity, which was a strong predictor of comprehension of object-relative conflict items and conflict items with prepositional phrases in Experiment 1, was no longer a significant predictor. Reading span did not account for variance in comprehension of conflict items, even when fluid intelligence was excluded from the analyses. The regression analyses in Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that reading span accounts for the maintenance demands imposed during sentence comprehension to a greater extent than it accounts for computation/ integration costs. Resolving the conflict between responses based on syntactic structure and semantic plausibility would appear to impose an integration cost as participants attempt to combine, integrate, and reconcile different types of information.
By contrast, fluid intelligence accounted for significant unique variance in resolving the syntax-plausibility conflict in both experiments. That the predictive ability of fluid intelligence was somewhat independent of sentence form (being significant for both object-and subject-relative conflict items and for conflict items with and without prepositional phrases) and of procedural demands (being significant with sequential and simultaneous presentation) suggests that it is involved specifically in conflict resolution rather than in some other aspect of our task. This interpretation is consistent with research demonstrating the involvement of fluid intelligence in resolving conflicts between analytic and heuristic processing in deductive reasoning (Andrews, 2010; Andrews & Hewitt-Stubbs, 2015; Andrews & Mihelic, 2014; Stanovich & West, 2008) and with the fMRI research (Ye & Zhou, 2009 ) supporting the involvement of domain-general processes in resolving the syntax-plausibility conflict.
An interesting finding was that fluid intelligence accounted for more unique variance in less complex subject-relative conflict items than the more complex object-relative conflict and no-conflict items.
While fluid intelligence captures the computational load associated with conflict resolution, it might not capture the higher maintenance loads imposed by object-relatives as compared to subject-relatives.
Further investigation would be needed to confirm this explanation.
However, comparison of the correlations of fluid intelligence with conflict and no-conflict object relatives in Experiments 1 and 2 provides some support. These correlations were somewhat stronger in Experiment 2, when maintenance load in the sentence evaluation task was reduced, than in Experiment 1, when it was higher.
The amounts of variance in conflict items accounted for by fluid intelligence might seem modest. However, it should be recognised that variance shared with reading span and with no-conflict items was controlled for in these analyses. Moreover, the non-verbal nature of the Culture Fair Test (Cattell & Cattell, 1973) means that the variance is unlikely to reflect common surface characteristics of the test items and the sentence evaluation task. Associations between reading span and sentence comprehension are open to such interpretations because both tasks involve reading and comprehending sentences.
Conflict effects in the subject-relative items and the items without prepositional phrases did not reach significance in our sample of undergraduates. However, it is possible that significant conflict effects in these less complex items would be observed in samples of aging adults (Andrews & Todd, 2008; Caplan et al., 2011; DeDe, 2015) , brain injured adults (Andrews et al., 2013 Novick, Kan, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2009 ), or in young children (Andrews & Halford, 2002) . These populations experience greater difficulty with sentence comprehension and other language tasks than young unimpaired adults do.
Our findings suggest that resolving syntax-plausibility conflicts in sentence comprehension involves integrating syntactic and semantic information. One mechanism by which this integration might be achieved is through alignment of mental representations of syntactic structure and semantic knowledge in a manner akin to analogical mapping. According to this view, the experience of conflict occurs when a misalignment between semantic knowledge and syntactic structure is detected. Structural alignment is a key process in analogical and other types of reasoning (Halford, Andrews, & Wilson, 2015; Halford, Wilson, Andrews, & Phillips, 2014; Holyoak, 2012; Smith & Gentner, 2012) , and it imposes a cognitive load that increases with structural complexity (Cho, Holyoak, & Cannon, 2007) . Participants with the cognitive capacity to make the alignments will be less likely to exhibit plausibility effects in sentence comprehension and also belief bias in reasoning. The role of structural alignment in plausibility effects in sentence comprehension and in belief bias in reasoning is speculative at this stage and it requires further investigation.
